In this paper we discuss theoretical modelling methods for the design of photonic crystal and photonic quasi-crystal (PQC) LEDs -and apply them to the analysis of the extraction enhancement performance and shaping of the emitted beam profile of PQC-LED structures. In particular we investigate the effect of the pitch of the PQC patterning, and consider the physical mechanisms giving rise to performance improvements. In addition, we examine the relative contributions to performance improvements from effective index reduction effects that alter the conditions for total internal reflection at the device air interface, and from photonic crystal scattering effects that give rise to radically improved extraction performance. Comparisons are made with the performance of recently fabricated devices.
INTRODUCTION
Following on from previous investigations [1] [2] [3] which discussed power extraction in conventional p-side up (lateral current spreading) LEDs, we now investigate in detail the predicted radiation pattern for a set of specific vertical current spreading n-side up PQC-LED designs which have subsequently been fabricated and tested. We now look more closely at angular emission profiles. It is known that it is possible to reduce the angular emission profile of LEDs in both lateral current (p-side up) and vertical current (n-side up) LEDs through the patterning of PQC into the GaN material. There are instances when it is desirable to achieve an emission profile in which the emitted energy is directed to angles greater from the normal incidence than would be expected in a LED with a Lambertian emission profile. So-called 'Batwing' LEDs are normally fabricated with the additional use of optical elements to shape the emission profile. In this paper we investigate the possibility of producing a batwing LED from due to the patterning of the LED with a PQC pattern, and study the effect of the pitch of the PQC pattern on the emission profile. metal eutectic bond. The external p-contact to a completed device can be made to the backside of the silicon, and hole injection into the LED is achieved through a large-area contact. Optimally the p-contact to the GaN is made highly reflective to utilize cavity effects for improved extraction efficiency. The thickness of the overlying epitaxial layers is selected to ensure that constructive interference between forward and backwards emitted radiation enhances power emission into the forward direction. Conditioning of the GaN surface directly produced by LLO is essential to remove damaged material and improve the smoothness, and the usual methods applied are inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching and chemomechanical polishing (CMP). Both these techniques must be specifically optimised taking into account the polar character of the wurtzite-phase GaN material. For example, previous studies of ICP processes have show the nitrogen-polar GaN (000ī) crystal face exposed by CMP may etch faster, and is more prone to roughening, than the gallium-polar (0001) face processed in conventional devices [5, 6] . More extensive application of ICP or CMP can give great benefits in reducing the thickness of GaN in a completed device significantly. In LED processing, this may typically involve removal of a few microns of undoped and n-type GaN grown below the active region to lower threading dislocation densities. Such thin GaN device structures are highly advantageous for devices including PQCLEDs with patterned extractive surfaces, in that they allow the photonic microstructure to penetrate a large fraction of the total GaN thickness. Weismann et al. elaborate on this issue in a review [7] , and recent primary literature contains a number of examples of high-performance PQC-LEDs and regular PC-LEDs implemented in vertical-current wafers [8] [9] [10] [11] .
FABRICATION
Vertical current wafers were supplied by Luxtaltek Corporation of Taiwan, to the schematic structure shown in Figure 1 . The n-GaN was reduced to a nominal thickness of 2μm by CMP. The n-GaN surface was patterned with a 12-fold PQC pattern. PQC patterns were produced on a wafer with a GaN thickness of ~2.1 µm, as measured by fitting of optical reflectance spectra. The PQC patterning technique was similar to that described previously for p-up (lateral current) PQC-LEDs [12] . In brief, direct-write electron-beam lithography was used to generate patterns in negative-tone hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist. The patterns were transferred into GaN using ICP etching with chlorine chemistry, specifically using a recipe with a 50-W coil power setting developed for earlier p-up device processing. This recipe gave no detectable difference in GaN etch rates on the (000ī) and (0001) crystal faces, as was seen under certain other dry etch conditions [5, 6] . The etch rates on unpatterned vertical-current wafer material was measured using the reflectance monitoring technique described previously [12] , and representative data are plotted in Figure 2 . Assuming a GaN refractive index of 2.4 at the monitoring wavelength of 670 nm, an etch rate of 203 nm/min for the GaN (000ī) face is derived from the period of reflectance oscillations. This is identical within error limits to the etch rate of 210 nm/min found when the same etch conditions were applied to p-up GaN (0001) wafers. Following the ICP etch step, residual HSQ mask material was removed using buffered aqueous hydrofluoric acid before other characterisation. The fidelity of transfer of two PQC patterns with pitches of 300nm and 400nm into GaN was checked using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM profiles indicated holes depth of at least ~560 nm, versus the nominal target depth of 600 nm. This finding is consistent with the earlier observation that ICP etch rates calibrated on large pattern features transferred reliably to sub-micron holes [12] . More detailed examination of the hole profile would require careful work with ultra-sharp AFM tips. Figure 3 shows plan-view SEM images of representative pattern areas, confirming accurate transfer of the pattern motifs over micron-scale areas. Regions of brighter contrast are believed to correspond to the sloping sidewalls of the holes. At the surface of the GaN the hole diameter of a pattern with nearest neighbour hole distance of 400nm was measured to be 310nm compared to the design diameter of 200nm. The SEM images suggest slopes within 10º of vertical, which is consistent with the limits achievable in e-beam lithography and dry etching. 
OPTICAL CHARACTERISATION

Photoluminescence
Photoluminescence was recorded from the wafer using the configuration shown in Figure 4 . Excitation was performed at 405.5nm using a collimated Sharp GH04020B2AE laser diode; the spot size at the sample was about 250μm. Incident light was filtered with a bandpass filter with transmission peak centered at 400nm and halfwidth 10nm. Reflected light was filtered with a bandpass filter with transmission peak centered at 450nm with halfwidth 12nm. The GaN wafer was measured to have a peak emission wavelength of 456nm. Measurements were recorded using a luminance camera with a collection angle of 0.5° and placed 0.52m away from the sample. The camera was rotated about the focus to record angular emission spectra. Obtaining angular emission spectra from the wafer rather than individually diced devices has the advantage that edge effects are not recorded in the measurement and the effects of the PQC can easily be recorded by comparison with un-patterned wafer. Figure 4 Schematic figure of the measurement system for recording photoluminescence from the PQC samples. Figure 5 shows the angular dependent PL measured from 3 different areas of one wafer, a bare wafer with no PQC patterning and only residual surface roughness left over from the CMP, 12-fold PQC pattern with 300nm basic pitch, 12-fold PQC pattern with 400nm pitch. Figure 5 shows the absolute PL intensity (arb. units) as recorded directly from the wafer, and Figure 6 shows the PL normalized to the maximum value, and compared with a Lambertian emission profile. 
Electroluminescence
It was not possible to singulate devices from the test sample but some electroluminescent measurements were made by contacting probes to the front and rear of the wafer. For this purpose, 250nm titanium/gold pads were sputtered onto the centre of the PQC patterned regions, although good emission was also obtained through bare contact to the GaN wafer surface. Angular emission spectra were recorded in the same manner as described above for photoluminescence measurements. 
SIMULATION
Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) methods were adopted to investigate the expected emission properties of Vertical current PQC-LEDs. For reference purposes Figure 1 shows a cross sectional view of the vertical current spreading (n-side up) LEDs investigated in this paper.
In contrast to conventional FDTD simulation tools which are usually applied to the analysis of coherent optical systems such as Laser and optical waveguide devices, and which incorporate a single dipole or plane wave launch field, we have developed an FDTD model which is capable to investigate complex incoherent systems. This incorporates a vast number of dipole emitters distributed randomly across a number of spatial planes within the structure (quantum wells), each emitting randomly in time.
In order to obtain realistic simulation results it is important to model structures which closely approximate to real operational designs. Furthermore to account for interactions between conventional microcavity effects (which occur in a conventional vertical LEDs), and photonic crystal scattering effects (which occur in patterned vertical LEDs), the full cross-sectional profile of the LED heterostructure must be incorporated into the simulation space, hence the exact epitaxial layer structure forms the basis for the simulation. A typical single design simulation involved 3250 separate FDTD simulations. Distributed computing techniques were employed to overcome issues of long run times and fine grid mesh size, utilizing a 128 node AMD processor cluster with 2GB of memory per node, located in the high performance computing centre at the University of Southampton. Each simulation run returns full information about far field beam profile, angular power distribution, and internal angular beam steering efficiency of the photonic crystal (PC).
Following on from previous investigations which discussed power extraction in conventional p-side up (lateral current spreading) LEDs [3] , we now investigate in detail the predicted radiation pattern for a set of specific vertical current spreading n-side up PQC-LED designs which have subsequently been fabricated and tested.
Microcavity effects in vertical LEDs
Vertical current spreading (n-side up) LEDs utilize cavity effects for improved extraction efficiency [13] . These devices incorporate a reflective metal contact layer placed at the interface between the p-GaN and Silicon carrier substrate which reflects emissions towards the substrate back out towards the top of the device. The thickness of the overlying epitaxial layers is selected to ensure that constructive interference between forward and backwards emitted radiation enhances power emission into the forward direction. A previous publication [3] discussed total power extraction for microcavity LEDs as a function of layer thickness. We now look more closely at angular emission profiles. The solid black line shows the simulated far field angular intensity profile into air (in this case x-axis corresponds to collection angle), and the solid grey line shows the internal angular extraction profile for the device (in this case x-axis corresponds to emission angle within the GaN) e.g. power extracted to air as function of internal launch angle. The solid grey line shows a clear cut off in extraction for launch angles below -26° / above + 26°. This corresponds to the expected critical angle for total internal reflection for a GaN LED at ±26° and shows the limit of the extraction cone for an unpatterned device.
Comparing features between the two traces, the angular intensity profile (solid black line) has two prominent peeks at ±66°(±5°) and ±36° (±5°) with smaller modulations between ±30°. Features in the angular extraction curve (solid grey line) follow exactly the same profile, but over a restricted angular range of ±26°, with prominent peeks at ±21.5° (±1°) and ±13° (±1°). This data indicates a direct correspondence between internal launch angle and far field extraction angle and shows that emission follows conventional refraction at the air / GaN interface. To confirm this, the angular range for power extraction (solid grey line) is rescaled by the refraction condition at an air / GaN boundary according to Snell's law and a new trace (dashed black line) superimposed onto the plot. This then shows expected angular power emission into air. We see that there is excellent agreement between the solid black line and black dash line confirming that this is the case. The expected corresponding peek intensity angles would be at ±59°(±5°) and ±36°(±5°), which is in good agreement with the simulated angular intensity profile. Modulations in the angular intensity (emission) profile are in this case purely due to micro-cavity effects in the back-plane of the LED. Hence it is possible to modify the emission profile to some degree through utilization of micro-cavity effects. Figure 8 also shows the measured Photo luminescence (thin dotted line) and electro-luminescence (thin dashed-dot line) angular far field profile for a fabricated device with n-GaN thickness in the range 1.9 µm -2.6 µm. The experimental photoluminescence measurement has two 'smooth' peeks at ±62° and ±28°, whereas the electroluminescence measurement has two 'smooth' peeks slightly shifted to shallower angles of ±66° and ±32°. These values are in excellent agreement with the peek angles predicted from the angular extraction curve (±66° and ±36°). The offset between EL and PL measurement values could be due to variation in thickness of the n-GaN layer due to different spatial measurement location for PL and EL measurements. This work shows that the new simulation method correctly predicts: angular intensity profile, refractive confinement effects within the underlying epitaxy and power extraction enhancement for an un-patterned micro-cavity LED. Figure 9 shows the simulated angular emission profile for a vertical PQC LED with n-GaN layer thickness of 2 microns and a 12-fold Photonic Quasi-Crystal with a lattice pitch of 300nm etched to a depth of 600nm into the n-GaN layer (approximately 25% of total layer thickness). The solid black line shows the simulated far field emission profile into air. The profile shows a very strong resonant peek at ±60°, and a set of smaller peeks superimposed onto a slowly varying function. The slowly varying function has two broad lobes with enhanced emission at larger angles and a strong dip in emission at normal incidence, thereby giving a broad 'batwing' emission profile. Figure10 also shows the measured Photo luminescence (solid grey line) and electro-luminescence angular far field profile (dashed line) for a fabricated device with n-GaN thickness in the range 1.9 µm -2.6 µm. The experimental device also displays the predicted 'dual lobed' batwing profile, with a set of weaker modulation features. Comparison with the superimposed Lambertian emission profile shows that the emission is significantly broadened from the Lambertian emission profile.
Comparing back to the un-patterned profile (figure 9), the broad smooth features attributed to the microcavity effect have become washed out by introduction of the PQC, but the central dip close to normal incidence is preserved. In this case far field emission profiles correspond very strongly for both PL and EL experiments suggesting either that there is little change in n-GaN thickness for the two measurement positions, or that the introduction of the PQC has reduced the efficiency of the microcavity effect so variation in epitaxy thickness becomes less prominent. Figure 11 shows the central angular emission range, rescaled to show the overlap between fine features of the experimental and simulated curves. Comparing positions of the resonant peeks, features are observed for the experimental device at ±62°, ±50°, [±38°], ±28°, ±18°, ±12°, ±2°, and in the simulation at ±59°, ±50° [±42° ±34°], ±29° ±20°, ±11°, ±5° This experiment shows that there is very good agreement in angular position of features predicted by the modeling and those measured in the experiment. We also note the fact that the average angular value in square brackets is ±38° which suggests that for some reason these features have not been completely resolved by the experiment. 
DISCUSSION
Going back to Figure 9 , clearly there is a disparity in intensity for the feature at ±60° between experiment and theory. The simulation suggests that this is a highly resonant feature. This could be due to a number of possible reasons. In the experiment the device measured was relatively small (300 µm 2 ), was probed by an even smaller spot size, was prone to variations in fabrication parameters across the sample (for example hole diameter, GaN thickness, and etch depth). In the modeling it is possible that the collection plane was sufficiently close to the surface of the LED to sample part of the 'near field' for weakly (or partially) confined modes which propagate close to the critical angle for TIR within the epitaxy structure. For these modes one would expect a combination of power contributions from an evanescent wave bound to the air / GaN interface (associated with the confined part of the mode) but extending beyond the distance of the collection plane, plus contributions from the travelling (leaky) mode. The spatial penetration of the evanescent mode would be expected to increase with angle from normal, in which case the near field sampling plane used in the simulations would directly probe the evanescent field, and 'over-sample' it in the time domain. Increasing the separation distance between the collection plane and the LED surface should cause the amplitude of those modes to decrease. For the purpose of speed of calculation the volume of the air sampling space was deliberately very small, and this is certainly effective for emission over the central angular range where there is no co-existent surface mode.
Secondly, it is known that the performance of the Berenger Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) boundary conditions employed in the simulation is slightly reduced at extreme glancing angles giving rise to small back reflections into the simulation space for waves incident at glancing angles. These can become sampled more than once by the time averaged collection plane and so give enhanced amplitude at glancing angles.
It should be noted that this is actually the first application of FDTD modeling techniques to vertical LED structures designed to emit at glancing angles. Previous studies were limited to conventional p-side up LEDs, where the effect of the photonic crystal on emission profile is limited to the central angular range. This study shows that precise tuning of the PMLs over a broad spectral range is essential for far field emission studies.
In either case, the simulation data unequivocally shows that PQC patterned vertical LEDs can provide enhanced emission at glancing angles which cannot be obtained by PC or PQC patterned lateral current spreading (p-side up) LEDs. Figure 11 Simulated angular extraction profile for a PQC-patterned device with pitch 300nm for various etch depths. Figure 11 shows the angular extraction profile for the PQC patterned LED device. The green trace shows the predicted angular extraction cone for an unpatterned device revealing strong emission over the central angular range above the angle for total internal reflection (64°). The blue trace shows the angular extraction profile for the PQC patterned device.
In stark contrast to the extraction profile for the unpatterned device we find that the patterned device radiates light into air at emission angles well below the angle for TIR. In particular there is a new angular range of emission between 30° -50°, and also for glancing angles below 20°. This plot gives a physical insight into the mechanisms at play which give rise to increased extraction efficiency. Specifically, this demonstrates that the patterning causes scattering between strongly confined guided modes and radiative modes. In order for this to occur the photonic crystal must interact with at least a limited number of trapped modes inside the LED heterostructure. This is very different to an 'average index' effect which could alternatively be induced by the surface patterning. A reduction in 'average index' of the surface layer would be expected to simply shift the critical angle for total internal reflection to a smaller angle, thereby increasing extraction efficiency. From Figure 11 we see that this is in fact not the predominant case. Looking closely at the angular range between 50° -66° we see that extraction is increased a little, over this range, the cut off condition for TIR is less sharp (now sloped) indicating that there is a partial contribution to improved extraction efficiency which can be attributed to a reduction in effective refractive index of the surface layers.
We also see that large angular ranges still remain where no PC scattering occurs, (20° -30°, 4° -50°) hence for this design a large proportion of emitted radiation still remains trapped in the heterostructure. The theoretical modeling indicates that a maximum improvement in total power extraction efficiency of 72% (relative to an un-patterned device with smooth surface condition and no encapsulation) could be achieved for this structure, assuming that introduction of the PQC does not compromise electrical performance, induce further damage to the Quantum wells or introduce nonradiative surface states.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a comprehensive model of a vertical current PQC LED device based on rigorous FDTD simulation. The model has been used to predict the emission profiles of LED devices patterned with 300nm and 400nm pitch 12-fold PAC patterns. Vertical current PQC devices were made according the parameters from the model and photoluminescence and electroluminescence measured from patterned and un-patterned regions of the devices. It was observed that the emission profile of the PQC LED could be modified through the deep patterning of the GaN surface such that the energy was distributed to either wider or narrower angles than would be expected for a no-patterned device. Whilst reasonable qualitative agreement was obtained between the measured and simulated profiles, more work remains to comprehensively describe the entire device performance.
